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Pre-History and Proto-History
Chakladar, H. 0.— The Prehistoric Culture of Bengal.   MIL
XXI, pp. 208-238.   (To be continued).	[1098
Chakravarti, S. H.— The Prehistoric Periods in India.   JUB.
X, Pt. 1, pp. 48-60.	[1099
Gives a broad outline of the period.
Guha, B. S.— Human  Culture in  India   during  the    Stone
Age.   See No. 103.
Sastri, S. Srikantha-Proto-Indic Religion.   QJMS. XXXII,
Pt. 1, pp. 8-37.	[uoo
Examines the nature and affinities of the Proto-Indian religion, in
the light of the seals, figurines and pottery discovered in the Indus
Valley. "If we disabuse our minds of all imaginary reconstruction
of Vedic civilisation attempted by many scholars", 'says the writer,
"we shall be able to make a nearer approach to the solution by analy-
sing the seals and paintings on the funerary pottery and drawing
parallels if not coincidences with the elements of the Atharvan civili-
sation."
Puranic
Aiyangar, K. V. Eaugaswami— Nanai purana.   NIA. IV, Pt.
5, pp. 157-161.	[1101
Nandipurana is mentioned in the list of upa-puranas given by the
Matsyapurana. The derivation of Nanda is discussed." " The disappear-
ance of Nandtpurana", says the writer, '• is one of the unsolved riddles
in Puranic history. It is not unlikely that it has been observed in
some Purana or Upa-Purnna".
Anantarangachar, N. Ed.— Oavundaraya  Purana (Kannada
text).   KSPP. XXVI, pp. 1-22. '	"	[1102
An early work continued from Vols. II and III of KSPP. The pre-
sent instalment contains the Purarias such as the Ajita, Sambhaw,
Abhinandana, Siimati> Padmapurdbha, Supariva, Candrapralha, Ptispadanta
and
Apte, V. Bl-[Puranic Records of Hindu Rites and Customs]
• by E. 0.  Hazra,   Calcutta,   1940.   See ABIHI.   Ill,  Ho.
1352.	[H03
"An attempt.. .made -by the author to determine, as approximately
as possible, the chronology of the Puranic chapter or parts thereto
on Hindu rites and customs; and the resulting chronology, the upper
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